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Abstract
The COVID-19 pandemic exposed primary care (PC), and policies aimed at integrating it into provincial health systems, to a “shock test.” This paper draws on documentary analysis and qualitative interviews with PC and health system stakeholders to examine shifts in Alberta’s pre-pandemic PC integration model during the first nine months of the pandemic. We begin with an account of three elements of the province’s pre-pandemic model: finance, health authority activity and community activity. We describe these elements as they shifted, focusing on two indicators of change: novel virtual care billing codes and personal protective equipment (PPE) distribution channels. We draw out policy planning lessons for improving PC integration under normal and future pandemic conditions, namely, by facilitating rapid updates of virtual care billing codes, analyses of the impact of care delivery and backstopping of PPE markets and supply chains for PC.

Résumé
La pandémie de COVID-19 a soumis les soins de santé primaires (SSP), de même que les politiques visant à les intégrer dans les systèmes de santé provinciaux, à un « test de choc ». Cet article s’appuie sur une analyse documentaire et des entretiens qualitatifs avec des intervenants des SSP et du système de santé pour examiner les changements dans le modèle d’intégration pré-pandémique des SSP en Alberta au cours des neuf premiers mois de la pandémie. Nous commençons par rendre compte de trois éléments du modèle pré-pandémique de la province : les finances, l’activité des autorités sanitaires et l’activité communautaire. Nous décrivons ces éléments au fur et à mesure de leur évolution, en nous concentrant sur deux indicateurs de changement : les nouveaux codes de facturation des soins virtuels et les canaux de distribution des équipements de protection individuelle (EPI). Nous tirons des leçons de planification politique pour améliorer l’intégration des SSP dans des conditions normales ou de pandémie éventuelles, notamment en facilitant la mise à jour rapide des codes de facturation des soins virtuels, en analysant l’impact de la prestation des soins et en soutenant les marchés et les chaînes d’approvisionnement des EPI pour les SSP.

Introduction
Integrating primary care (PC) into broader health systems has been a major policy objective in Canada, and around the world, over the last 20 years (Marchildon and Hutchinson 2016; Tenbensel and Burau 2017; Wang et al. 2011). With a broad range of definitions available for what integration in the health and social services might entail (Armitage et al. 2009), there have been sustained attempts to draw traditionally independent PC more closely into the governance and operations of provincial systems, which are predominantly focused on the provision of acute care (Bichel et al. 2011; Espinosa-González et al. 2020; Laberge and Gaudreault 2019; Solomon et al. 2013). These efforts have included the deployment
of alternative funding models (Government of Alberta n.d.; HQCA 2019; Laberge and Gaudreault 2019; Lange et al. 2020) and networked service innovations exemplified by the Patient’s Medical Home (AHS n.d.; Government of Québec n.d.) (http://www.lhins.on.ca/; https://patientsmedicalhome.ca/). With the intended benefits of PC integration often focused on improving the continuity of care and reducing costs (Galea and Kruk 2019; Marchildon and Di Matteo 2015; Rowan et al. 2007; Valentijn et al. 2013), the SARS-CoV-2 virus has highlighted a rather different policy goal: improved health system resilience. Indeed, service integration in health systems has been identified as amplifying those systems’ abilities to absorb and adapt to a shock such as the COVID-19 pandemic (Hanefeld et al. 2018; Legido-Quigley et al. 2020). With healthcare service provision and the PC integration models of all Canadian provinces (Chakraborty et al. 2020) shock-tested by the pandemic, this paper takes Alberta as a policy case study. We examine how the pandemic shifted key elements of the province’s pre-pandemic PC integration model using two specific indicators of change to draw out broadly applicable lessons for the present and future pandemics.

We begin by describing the province’s broader pre-pandemic integration model, detailing that model’s finance, health authority activity and community activity elements. We then shift to an account of the on-the-ground realities of PC integration in the first 10 months of the COVID-19 response. Drawing on documentary evidence and interviews conducted between March and December 2020, we describe significant shifts in the model’s elements as Alberta’s system generated novel billing codes and personal protective equipment (PPE) distribution channels for PC. As PC billing codes for virtual care and PPE distribution to PC clinics are pandemic-induced challenges that have been encountered across Canada, we use Alberta’s experience to shed light on generalizable policy processes and considerations that will improve access to care in future responses. Although other jurisdictions – including Canada’s other provinces and territories – will each have their own particular constellation of finance, health authority and community activity in place, what follows highlights the common challenges presented by a precipitous drop in both patient access to PC and the revenue PC physicians were able to generate. Our aim is not to compare and contrast integration models across jurisdictions, but rather to draw out generalizable policy considerations from specific changes to Alberta’s integration model as it responded to the pandemic.

**Alberta’s Pre-Pandemic PC Integration Model**

Alberta has the largest centralized healthcare system in Canada, with over 650 facilities across the province managed by a single health authority – Alberta Health Services (AHS) – delivering care in five geographically based “health zones.” AHS, as the single authority, formed the zones to provide “decision making at a local level” (AHS 2019) that draws on input from the community, healthcare staff, patients, clients and stakeholders to plan and deliver services. The facilities in these zones deliver acute, long-term, public health and some urgent care, with the province’s more than 1,180 PC clinics owned and operated by independent family doctors operating outside AHS control. Built on this foundation, the
province’s PC integration model (Figure 1) is composed of three key elements: finance, health authority activity and community activity.

As in many other provinces, Alberta’s Ministry of Health (MoH) finances PC directly, with the vast majority of PC physicians billing the government on a fee-for-service basis. In an MoH budget of $20.8 billion, these PC services account for 7.17%, or $1.48 billion annually (Government of Alberta 2020a). Most PC practices are small, with services delivered by independent practitioners. Many, but not all, of these physicians opt to affiliate themselves with primary care networks (PCNs). The PCNs are financed through grants from the MoH that are based on the size of their members’ patient panels and they provide PC services that would be beyond the capacity of individual clinics (Leslie et al. 2020b), such as access to nutritionists, psychologists or patient panel management expertise. Despite AHS being the province’s single health authority, PC physicians do not share a governance or accountability relationship with the organization. Rather, PC fee guides are established through direct negotiations between the MoH and the provincial medical association.

While these circumstances might imply that AHS is uninvolved in PC, this is not the case. PC-focused health authority activity is part of the AHS portfolio of work. As noted, AHS operates several urgent and family care clinics (https://www.albertahealthservices.ca/) and – more significantly – maintains a pair of PC-focused divisions: the Primary Health Care Program (AHS-PHCP) and one operational group in each of the five zones (AHS-ZonePC). Both AHS-PHCP and AHS-ZonePC develop and support unique programming. Highlighting the health authority’s acute and long-term care focus, the AHS-PHCP relies on a staff of less than 100 to conduct its work while embedded in an organization that employs more than 110,000. Within these constraints, AHS-PHCP works at a provincial level to provide PC clinics, the PCNs and ZonePC groups with system-wide guidelines and
to act as a bridge between personnel in the MoH and community-based PC (https://www.albertahealthservices.ca/).

In contrast, the AHS-ZonePC groups are focused on zonal issues – not provincial ones – and they work with the PCNs. The zones are arranged in a way that creates a dyad composed of a zonal lead physician from “inside” the health authority (AHS-ZonePC) and a counterpart physician from “outside” the health authority who works in community PC. Zone dyads co-plan activities and service provision priorities with the PCNs, which are formed as joint ventures with AHS. A joint venture, here, is a formal governance partnership between AHS and the PC physicians who are the PCN members. The PCNs have developed into this form and governance structure over the last 18 years (Leslie et al. 2020b), with the MoH receiving accountability on specific performance metrics (Auditor General of Alberta 2017) for its capitation-based grants. There are presently 41 PCNs, each with its own priorities and modes of operating within a set of broader governance principles that emphasize co-planning with AHS, the delivery of the Patient’s Medical Home (https://patientsmedicalhome.ca/) and the attachment of patients to PC (Alberta Medical Association Primary Care Alliance Board 2013; Auditor General of Alberta 2017). In this way, the work of the AHS-ZonePC and PCNs represents the PC integration model’s community activity element.

Alberta’s pre-pandemic PC integration model, then, is one that combines direct financing from the MoH to family physicians, the health authority activities of the AHS-PHCP and the community activities of the AHS-ZonePC working with the PCNs. The following sections track some of the key pandemic-induced shifts and re-combinations of these three elements.

Materials and Method

The data we use here are part of a larger qualitative study examining the communication and implementation of policy in Alberta’s COVID-19 response (CIHR 2020). Our research approach focuses on understanding experiences and perspectives across the provincial health system during the pandemic (Leslie et al. 2020a). Myles Leslie (ML), Raad Fadaak (RF) and Nicole Pinto (NP) conducted semi-structured interviews (n = 85) of health system stakeholders across PC and the PCNs (n = 25), and AHS-primary care (n = 12). These key informant stakeholders were identified using a snowball sampling method in which we leveraged our team’s existing relationships and research partnerships in Alberta’s PC environment (Blaak et al. 2021; Leslie et al. 2020a, 2020b). These relationships span system leaders to front-line providers, and we purposively sought out differences of experience and opinion across health zones and PCNs. An interview guide was developed by ML and iterated in the field over the course of the research. All the interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed for analysis. The digital recordings and transcripts are stored on the University of Calgary’s secured servers and will – following standard ethics review board processes – be destroyed as the research project finishes or at the end of 5 years, whichever comes first.
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Only ML, RF and NP have access to the recordings or raw transcripts. All other co-authors have only dealt with fully anonymized material. Sampling for this analysis of PC integration was purposive and guided by authorial discussions of relevance based on notes taken during interviews. From these discussions, we selected the subset of interviews ($n = 37$) focused on PC stakeholders’ experiences of the novel billing codes and PPE distribution channels that touched on PC integration.

Supported by MAXQDA 2020 software (https://www.maxqda.com/), RF and NP used an inductive coding approach to render an interpretive description of the three elements of PC integration shock-tested by the COVID-19 pandemic. ML, RF and NP analyzed the data iteratively, expanding, collapsing and merging themes to arrive at the final analysis. We present passages from the verbatim transcripts to support this analysis, attributing the responses to participant numbers 01 to 82.

An interpretive description approach allows for insights not just into areas of commonality but also areas of disagreement among participants, with an eye on providing pragmatic suggestions to improve policies and outcomes (Mejdahl et al. 2018; Thorne et al. 1997, 2016; Yan et al. 2016; Young et al. 2012). We conducted iterative participant checks with stakeholders on the emerging interpretations presented here. This research obtained ethical approval from the Conjoint Health Research Ethics Board at the University of Calgary (REB20-0371). All participants provided written and verbal consent to participate.

Results

**Virtual care billing codes**

With finance as a foundational element of the province’s pre-pandemic PC integration model, the introduction and iteration of virtual care billing codes (VCBC) to support PC operations represented a significant shift. Following Alberta’s first reported COVID-19 case on March 5, 2020, PC physicians experienced a massively destabilizing decrease in patient visits and thus billing volume. A family doctor stated:

> I would say from the middle of March to the end of May our revenue dropped by about 70%. Seven-zero percent! And I would say [that in] this month, June, we’ll probably pick up [but] [our volume of visits] will have dropped [by just] 50% [compared to the year before] ... It’s been devastating. (Participant 45)

To provide financial stability as well as continuity of care to patients, supports in the form of VCBC were introduced. The codes first appeared at a time of considerable friction (Braid 2020; Molnar 2020a) between the province’s PC physicians and the MoH over the financial viability of fee-for-service family medicine. As a co-initiative of the MoH and the Alberta Medical Association, the codes were initially implemented with no modifications from the 2009 H1N1 pandemic, meaning that they permitted care exclusively for pandemic
disease-related complaints and remunerated at rates that were a decade old (Molnar 2020b). As a PC physician described it, these codes were “paying community doc[tor]s 2009 rates for 2020 work with 2020 overhead” (Participant 31).

Another PC physician stated:

They had to create a new code that actually carried enough of a fee that you could pay your staff [with] and not have to lay everyone off. [There was also a strict limit on the number] of telephone visits per week you could even charge for. Not even a day’s work basically. So, they had to create a new code. (Participant 78)

Significant uptake occurred once adaptations were made to remove limits on the use of codes, expanding their scope beyond complaints directly related to COVID-19 symptoms and bringing their value in line with 2020 costs. As one AHS-PHCP staffer described it:

[Before March 2020], the use of virtual visits was less than a percent. Once we hit May [and the codes were in place], we saw [it] in the 30% to 40% range. So that’s a clear change in practice that had to occur because of COVID ... And it’s not like virtual visits is a new thing. It’s been being kicked around for quite some time; I’m going to say 10–15 years. It just never got any traction. COVID forced a change in practice. (Participant 74)

With compromised access to care for patients, and the financial precariousness of PC clinics motivating a massive change in practice, one physician cautioned that virtual care was not a complete solution. Virtual visits, they noted, were not a panacea for ensuring access to timely patient-centred care that delivered on the promise of the patient’s medical home model:

There’s this huge reservoir of in-person visits that have been backlogged out there [since the pandemic started]. [T]he tsunami is arriving. All those people we’ve been putting off, they have to come in. (Participant 78)

In this way, PC physicians and administrators saw the iterated billing codes – the alterations to the finance element of the province’s pre-pandemic integration model – as necessary but not sufficient supports for the integration of PC into the province’s pandemic response. Beyond altering finances, our participants identified ensuring PC access to PPE as a further necessity. Without this access, in-person visits that could not be replaced by virtual care delivery were seen as a challenge to mounting an effectively integrated pandemic response.
PPE distribution

To meet this challenge, personnel inside AHS and the MoH made further changes to the finance element of the province’s integration model while also adjusting the health authority activity and community activity elements. Specifically, the province initially took on the entire cost – and later a portion – of providing PPE to PC. As part of these financial shifts, health authority activity also changed, with AHS sourcing PPE on the global market for the province’s independent PC clinics. The PPE was then distributed through the PCNs, representing a pandemic-induced re-alignment of the model’s community activity element.

With PPE supply chains stressed, suppliers worldwide began focusing exclusively on large volume orders from institutional players such as AHS. Thrust briefly into the role of sole purchaser for the province, AHS (Mertz 2020) did not initially include PC in its plans (Lee 2020). By mid-March, AHS had committed to distributing PPE free-of-charge to PC and a range of other community-based healthcare providers, such as compounding pharmacists and midwives (AHS 2020). This decision – resulting from intra- and extra-AHS advocacy work on the part of AHS-PHCP personnel – was taken by the MoH based on a desire to maintain the safety and viability of the broader non-AHS health system. An AHS-Central Procurement and Supply Management (AHS-CPSM) manager noted the following:

If we’re not able to provide [PPE] to primary care – where you’re actually going to be seeing most of [the patients] – then you’re simply not being responsive. Because the [acute care] system is going to end up getting constrained anyway. (Participant 76)

However, this arrangement would only last until the start of July 2020. Initially provided at no cost to community-based providers, the MoH reversed its position, deciding in late May to pivot to a model in which PC physicians and clinics – described in the policy as “independent businesses” (Government of Alberta 2020b) – would need to source their own PPE from manufacturers and pay market prices. Shortly after the introduction of this policy, AHS took on a supplier’s role, providing PPE not free of charge but at its institutional cost to community-based PC and specialist physicians as well as non-AHS clinics (AHS 2020). In this way, the elements of finance and health authority activity shifted to meet the PPE access challenges encountered by PC clinics, drawing PC closer to the central system.

While acting as the sole provincial supplier of PPE, AHS-CPSM’s approach was to leverage the 41 PCNs as distribution hubs to reach more than 1,180 PC clinics and 4,000 PC physicians across the province. In this way, an efficiency-driven distribution model to support operations also shifted the health authority activity and community activity elements of the pre-pandemic integration model. Inside health authority, AHS-CPSM, AHS-PHCP and AHS-ZonePC worked together to include the PCNs in the co-development of the ordering
process, the list of items to be made available to PC and the distribution logistics. It was, as one PCN executive director noted, a major step forward from previous integration efforts under pandemic conditions:

AHS’ ability to include the PCNs and consider the unique needs of primary care [has grown by] leaps and bounds ... I remember when SARS happened, and that was just such a messy thing to try to figure out how to manage, and there is just no comparison to the organization this time. (Participant 02)

As much as the process to leverage the PCNs was seen as an integration success, the PCNs’ experience of becoming distribution hubs was mixed. As Participant 41 stated:

[Some PCN executive directors were] happy to play the role. It’s been manageable for us. Primary care clinics are extremely grateful and I think that they’re well prepared.

A PCN staffer who had been involved in setting up community-based COVID-19 testing centres elaborated on the relative ease of distributing PPE:

A lot of us [in the PCN] kind of banded together and distributed PPE when needed. And it’s not a hard thing to do compared to what we’ve done.” (Participant 56)

Some PCN executive directors, however, were less keen on this warehouse role and the gatekeeper work it required with not only their own PC physician members but also with other community healthcare providers. Indeed, inside the AHS-PHCP, changes to and inconsistencies in central AHS policy saw staff experience the PPE program as “a bit of a disaster” (Participant 74). The problematic changes and inconsistencies here included moments where the AHS-CPSM denied PC orders for PPE that they felt were inappropriate. As an AHS-CPSM manager described it:

[When PC clinics or PCNs made large orders, we would] actually go back to them and say, “Hey, I don’t really think you need 10,000 of this. We can give you 1,000 today, and maybe you place another order in two weeks?” (Participant 76)

For most PCN executive directors, this sort of active gatekeeping of the PPE supply was not something in which they needed to engage. One director described it:

I’m not getting crazy [requests], so I don’t get a sense of any kind of hoarding going on. (Participant 30)
Whether viewed as a success or as a challenge fraught with extra work, the PPE distribution program illustrates all three of the key elements in Alberta’s pre-pandemic PC integration model shifting. Finance – previously limited to fee-for-service billing – shifted to include first no-cost and then at-cost supply of PPE to PC clinics. Health authority activity shifted, with AHS procurement working alongside the PHCP and ZonePC divisions to include PC in the broader system. Community activity shifted as the PCNs were made extensions of the central supply system, not just for PC clinics but for other community-based providers as well.

Discussion

With arguments made that COVID-19 is at the centre of PC expertise (Krist et al. 2020), the disease has had a “seismic effect” on the delivery of care by family physicians (Coombes 2020; Schneider and Shah 2020) who are grappling with the uncertainties of their patients’ immediate and long-term issues (Greenhalgh et al. 2020). As this ongoing shock test of PC integration models unfolds around the world (Alsnes et al. 2020; Li and Zhu 2020), governments are seeking even greater involvement of family medicine into the next phase of the pandemic response, with PC deployed to deliver mass vaccination programs (Kanani et al. 2020; Mueller 2020; Weintraub et al. 2020) or positioned as a major resource in overcoming vaccine hesitancy (Griggs 2021). In this context, the shock-test evolution of Alberta’s pre-pandemic PC integration model provides policy lessons for the present and the future. The province’s moves to support PC through finance reforms ranged from the creation of VCBCs to no- or low-cost PPE distribution for PC. We discuss the policy lessons of these in turn below.

In the case of VCBC, these moves were similar to others made across Canada (BC Family Doctors 2020; CIHI 2021; DoctorCare 2021). According to a national survey of PC physicians, the percentage of in-person appointments dropped from 60% pre-pandemic to a mere 10% during the early months of the pandemic (The College of Family Physicians of Canada and Patient’s Medical Home 2021). Conversely, virtual care increased from 23% of appointments pre-pandemic to 50% with the rollout of VCBCs (The College of Family Physicians of Canada and Patient’s Medical Home 2021). Without the codes in place, this shift in care delivery for fee-for-service PC physicians resulted in devastating income loss, staff layoffs and the very real threat of clinic closures and bankruptcy that would permanently threaten patients’ access to care (Boothby 2020; Glauser 2020; Huston et al. 2020). Indeed, this was a trend observed not only in Canada but in other high-income countries as well (Huston et al. 2020; Landon and Landon 2021; PCC 2020; Rubin 2020; Wright et al. 2020). The provision of support, in the form of appropriate and well-adapted billing codes to PC physicians then, is a necessary condition for protecting patients and the viability of fee-for-service PC clinics. As Alberta’s experience shows, policy planning here likely needs to include rapid mechanisms for updating existing billing codes and adapting to novel conditions. With legacy policies written to respond to different circumstances and referencing
out-of-date financial conditions, rapid and successful pivoting requires flexibility and channels for feedback. Despite ongoing political friction, Alberta’s stakeholders were able to exhibit the former and activate the latter, ultimately creating VCBCs that supported patients and clinicians while improving PC integration into the pandemic response. Relationships that cross the boundaries between central and community-based organizations were important in achieving this resilient, adaptive response.

That response appears to be the fruition of a long-anticipated change in PC practice toward virtual care (CMA 2019; CMA et al. 2020; Kichloo et al. 2020). This was tipped off by the pandemic not just in Alberta, but across Canada (Glazier et al. 2021). As this “new normal” takes hold, however, early evidence from our own work and in other jurisdictions (Abelson 2021) suggests that attention to how VCBCs shape the available quantity and quality of PC will be important. Our ongoing research suggests the possibility that over the course of the switch to virtual care, access to care may have decreased and possibly rebounded for some populations as physicians avoided in-person practice. Similarly, the switch to virtual interactions between patient and physician may have removed key diagnostic opportunities delaying treatment. Subject to further research, the presumptive lesson here is that optimal integration hinges on close attention to access and quality outcomes as novel financing is introduced.

The second shock-test adaptation of the finance element in Alberta’s PC integration model saw the province move to provide no or low-cost PPE to PC specifically and community-based clinics generally. Our data suggest that three key policy lessons can be derived from this adaptation: 1) policy attention aimed at anticipating shocks to key PC supply markets will likely support more effective integration; 2) successful finance reform will likely require concurrent adjustments to the health authority and community activity elements of any PC integration model; and 3) PPE, similar to VCBCs, requires policy capacity – forums, working relationships and mutual trust – if responses are to be rapid, appropriate and nimble.

In the first case, Alberta’s experience highlights the importance of policy attention in protecting PC-integrated systems from pandemic-induced supply shocks. Future work in this policy space will undoubtedly examine a range of market-based or supply chain-focused solutions to ensuring PC remains a viable and fully integrated part of pandemic responses.

In the second case, our data suggest that meso-level organizations such as the PCNs — that is, organizations that exist in the governance and action space between independent PC physicians and a single health authority (Leslie et al. 2020b) – are important resources requiring engagement not just as extensions of the central system but rather as independent and functional entities in their own right. In this sense, improving PC integration requires both financial reform and attention to the activities of units inside the health authority, which may have had little previous connection to PC. Similarly, our data suggest that long-term coordinated activity with organizations in the community will help ensure responses are extensions of existing relationships, rather than induced by pandemic shocks.
Finally, even with rapid attention to producing VCBCs that are well-adapted to emerging conditions, without adequate supplies and distribution of PPE, access to PC is likely to falter at just the time the system requires it the most. In this way, co-ordinated attention to both VCBCs and PPE will be important to ensuring pandemic-shocked PC remains accessible.

**Conclusion**

Responding resiliently to the COVID-19 “shock test,” Alberta has successfully adjusted all three elements of its PC integration model. Changes in the province’s finance elements – VCBC and no- or low-cost PPE supply – were accompanied by and relied on adjustments to health authority and community activity. Indeed, these adjustments to the non-finance elements addressed challenges that went beyond merely providing more or different money. The keys here were the flexibility to pivot and create relationships that could overcome political friction and allowed stakeholders from inside and outside the central system to understand and respond to a bigger, integrated picture. As Alberta and other jurisdictions with similar models move to anticipate shocks to the supply of PPE, policy planning attention can helpfully be focused on building the mechanisms and relationships that will improve PC integration under both pandemic and more normal operating conditions. While the specifics of Alberta’s experience – its legacy organizations, relationships and policy structures – are unlikely to be replicated in other provinces or territories, there are still useful high-level lessons to be drawn. Attention paid to building mechanisms that promote mutual understanding, trust and communication between provincial and territorial health authorities and PC will be central to rapidly updating VCBCs, tracking the quality effects of those codes and effectively backstopping PPE supply markets and supply chains.
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